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Abstract: Thanks to the introduction of modern management strategies in the world, the scale of the effective integration of industry into innovative development of the industry has been expanding. Therefore, the article outlines the implementation of modern innovative management strategies, improvements in agricultural production, particularly in the production and processing of horticultural products, the supply of raw materials for the industry, their integration, and the impact of factors affecting the production process.

Purpose - Development of suggestions on improving investment in the field of gardening and using them effectively.

Design/methodology/approach - During the research, comparative analysis, abstract thinking, economic calculations, expert assessments, monographic observation and econometric analysis were used.

Originality/value - The relevance and accuracy of the approaches and methods used in the research is determined by the fact that the statistical data is based on the data of the State Statistics Committee of the Republic of Uzbekistan and other officially published data, and the relevant conclusions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stabilization of agrarian sector development in the republic and development of horticulture sector in providing population with quality foodstuffs play an important role. Presence of nutrients and, in most cases, irreplaceable natural chemical compounds (sucrose, glucose, fructose, organic acids, vitamins, microelements, etc.) necessary for human health and activity in the field of nutrition enhance their importance as foodstuffs.

The country has a long history of horticulture, with the natural and climatic conditions in the region being one of the most important factors that contribute to the development of horticulture, such as the sunny days of the year, the adequacy of rainfall in the mountain and fishing areas. The rich experience accumulated over many years of the ground has expanded opportunities in this area.

Horticulture in the Republic is well developed in irrigated farming zones, but it can also be engaged in grazing gardening (in the hilly areas at the altitude of 750-1600 meters above sea level). In mountainous areas, at an altitude of 2500-2800 meters above sea level, the availability of favorable climatic conditions for habitats creates more convenience than horticulture. Although they are relatively less fertile than these, they have the potential to make efficient use of land resources by building frogs, walnuts, cherries and almonds.

However, it should be noted that the implementation of sector-based reforms in the Republic of Uzbekistan contributes to the development of horticulture and the availability of a number of tasks and problems that should be implemented in the sector, although it is likely to lead to scientific research and research in the industry.

Particular attention should be paid to the development of the sector in promoting the integration of horticultural production, procurement, processing, storage and sales. Because of the fact that any production is based on the market demand, businesses in the closest segments of the consumer should have a link to the farmer "what to order" the quantity, size, quality and appearance of the products in the market (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. The structure of the production, processing and consumption of horticultural products](image)

Analyzes indicate that while most of the country's horticultural crops die without going into the market, large-scale farmers are selling apples, pears, fruits and grapes imported from outside the country. Despite the fact that the imported fruits in our country are not able to compete with the fruits of the taste levels and the level of their usefulness for the human body, it is distinguished by the appearance, the way of packaging, and the buyer's attractiveness. Therefore, it is necessary to develop recommendations on the development of mechanisms for increasing the competitiveness and competitiveness of the future gardener products.
It should be noted that deepening the specialization of farming in the field of gardening will make it possible to widen use of natural and climatic conditions of the regions. Developing proposals and recommendations on the mechanisms of economic, financial support for the development of horticulture and the development of integrated horticulture on the basis of investment, the development of a new sales, storage, transportation system, as a matter of fact.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Nowadays, the issues of addressing the need for food for the population of the world are being studied extensively. In particular, the theoretical foundations of innovation in agriculture, its organizational and economic nature, the necessary conditions for development and its impact on the effectiveness and sustainable development of industrialized countries on the example of I.G. Ushacheva, E.S. Ogloblina, I.S. Sandu, Al Trubilina (2006) pointed out that the development of agriculture mainly depends on regional factors, such as the availability of natural resources, some climatic, socio-economic, investment and innovative conditions, as EM Chemeris (2014), a nature that protects natural systems in the developing world and covers the public preserving the balance of positive developments for the development of the environment and the food security and the diverse diversity of workers planned for protection A.D. Basiago (1999) done.


Despite the substantial contribution of these learned foreign researchers to economics, the development, specificity, climate, and population of the country's economy are not considered. This, in turn, serves as an important factor in defining and predicting future food security and food security. In this sense, it implies more broader and deeper scientific research within the chosen subject.

III. HYPOTHESES

The development of the horticultural sector requires the full and effective use of the industry, regardless of what is being done through the manufacturing sector or through the agro-industrial companies. The peculiarities that should be taken into account in the development of livestock farming businesses should, in our opinion, be two groups

H1. Specific features related to production activities in the field of indirect gardening.

According to the first hypothesis, it is necessary to take into account the diversity of the composition of the gardening products and the issue of the production of products of different appearance, character and composition. In gardening, along with the production of many types of products, the characteristics of the product are exceptionally distinct from the appearance, the characteristics of the goods, and the differences in consumer purchasing goals (consumption). Also, gardens can not be changed quickly (not economically self-justified) because of the process of gardening in farming enterprises and the production of the garden in question. The excessive wealth and labor of the owner of the garden lead to inefficient expenditure. For example, in the plum garden, which has been created without taking into account regional markets or sales opportunities, 4-5 years after the tree's harvest, it becomes more difficult to sell cereal in local markets, well-selling peaches and high yields. However, plots of plenty of plenty of money associated with the creation of the old garden, without disturbing the plum tree and sowing peaches, are spent unspeakably, and, secondly, a certain period of time before the new gardens begin to yield. Therefore, farmers need to thoroughly study the markets of fresh fruits grown in the creation of new gardens or restoration of old gardens.

H2. Specific features related to the activity of indigenous farms.

According to the second hypothesis, the number of horticultural products grown on these farms is small, with the fact that the farming enterprises established in the field of horticulture constitute an average of 2.0-2.5 hectares. This, in turn, leads to impediments to the development of production;

- sufficient knowledge, skills and expertise are required from heads of farming enterprises producing horticultural products;
- farming in the field of gardens is often away from the cultivated farming areas in mountainous and foothill areas of the country. Hence, because of the fact that they are far away from major and large markets, there is a traffic issue associated with the marketing of goods during the ripening period and the acquisition of material and technical resources;
- The possibility to organize production on an intensive basis is great opportunities not only for irrigated farming, but also for the development of horticulture in tropical and mountainous and foothill areas. Horticulture plays an important role in the effective use of rocky soils in the mountains in winter and spring, where moisture and precipitation.
- As noted above, the production of gardening products requires the managers of farms to produce different types of fruits and vegetables, and to adopt methods and rules for the care of trees. It is noteworthy that one of the important features of the development of farms is that not only each fruit tree species, but also the varieties that are of one species,
- As the field of horticulture is largely a branch of handicraft, it is more difficult to build gardens in the mountainous areas, to process it and to use mechanization. It is also necessary to take into account
the fact that the financial condition of the horticultural farms is not satisfactory, and that the current level of mechanization of the production process should be further reduced and the manual processing of basic processes should be taken into account in the development of farms in the regions of the country;

- It is well known that experience in the field of gardening, the secrets of crop production in the country, and the transition from generation to generation, mostly in the gardeners, will lead to the establishment of family farming in this area. In horticultural farming, hired workers are mainly involved in land reclamation and harvesting. Therefore, starting a new horticulture business has some difficulties, requiring a farmer to gain experience and knowledge of gardening and gardening.

Therefore, farmers need to have the resources to finance such activities (considering that investment in the establishment of new gardens does not change economically until the gardens enter the crop), they must plan for the availability of material and labor resources.

Measures should be taken to protect the farmers from financial losses in areas where natural and climatic conditions are rapidly changing and that occur frequently in natural disasters such as heavy rainfall and snowfall, early spring unexpected frosts. At the same time, it is expedient to use the insurance tools together with the economic and financial protection measures.

Hence, the development and implementation of measures for the development of farms in the gardening sector is one of the peculiarities of the industry, taking into account the peculiarities of each region and its effective use, the development of integrated horticulture based on investment is the key to the economic stability of such farms.

IV. METHOD

In the context of the development of market relations, what is the final outcome of integrated horticultural farms on the basis of investment and sales, depends on the extent to which macroeconomic and macroeconomic organizational and economic mechanisms are set.

Using experiences gained in foreign countries in developing horticulture or comparing our abilities with the results achieved in foreign countries plays an important role in determining the future gardens network. In particular, the problem of fruit growing in Russia is interpreted as the direction of the country's food problem. However, according to EastFruit (2018) analysts, imports of about 770,000 tons of apples to Russia in 2018 will increase, up from 60,000 to 70,000 tons last year. Generally, imports of apples to Russia in the 2018/19 season (August-July) can reach 800,000 tons for the first time since 2015. Because low productivity does not allow for a sufficient number of fruits to be produced by the farmers, and, as a result, limits investment opportunities in the industry.

Also, one of the most important events in the field of gardening development in the Russian Federation is one of the most important events for our republic, the specialization of fruit trees in agro-tourism and the creation of integrated horticulture on the basis of investments. An important factor in this is the great attention paid to such factors as average annual sunlight, temperature, moisture regime and soil fertility A.M. Belykh (2006).

The conditions of the Republic are favorable for gardening, and the issue of regional specialization is very important, despite the presence of an unlimited amount of solar energy and heat. Because, it is necessary to take into consideration the other factors. In particular, it is necessary to take into account that tolerance to soil fertility and moisture content or resistance to acute variability of climatic varieties has differently adapted to fruit trees.

Today, scientists are proposing ways to intensify the field of horticulture, to improve the technical equipment, to develop the specialization of production, to develop and maintain the products, to widen the use of cooperative principles in the production of products from the production of the product to the consumer Shalyapina I.P. (2006).

In this regard, the directions for the development of the fruits storage system are quite remarkable for our country. In particular, the use of the gas-fertile storage of fruit-and-vegetable farming has significantly expanded, in which attempts are made not only to improve the storage technologies, but also to adapt to fruits preservation. It should be noted that the following main elements of improvement of the fruits preservation system should be noted: Shalyapina I.P. (2008):

- creation and placement of disease-resistant and conserved varieties;
- Development of optimal rates of agro-technical measures (soil composition, gardening, gardening, pest and disease control);
- Targeted cultivation of fruit by pre-selected parameters (on the basis of market demand, appearance, quality and shape);
- It is also important to pay attention to the directions of creation and maintenance of the scheme of sales of the products from the warehouse.

Based on these views, the development of horticulture will enable them to attract investments, effectively utilize them for the development of integrated horticultural investment and to assess their current status, volume of production, storage, delivery losses, it is necessary to carry out economic analysis of yields. It should be noted, however, that the development and future forecasting of econometric models using these factors will also allow for a certain degree of planning and decision-making.

V. RESULTS

The development of the horticulture industry should be based on the effective use of agricultural production and regional features. It should be noted that along with the seasoning of the crop, some types of horticultural products should also be taken from early spring to late autumn (eg, early spring, summer and autumn-winter varieties of berries), as well as very good storage of walnuts (almonds, almonds). These features play an important role in organizing the product launch process and integrating specialized networks.

Today, in the Republic of Uzbekistan, instead of liquidated shirkats, private farms have emerged and operate. Most of these (100%) are farms producing horticultural,
vegetable or grain crops. This testifies to the wide range of prospects for the sustainable development of the horticultural network. It can also be tracked by indicators for the development of the horticulture industry. In particular, the area of gardens has increased in the republic, despite the fact that it is very slow. This figure was 139.2 thousand hectares in 2000, reaching 287.1 thousand hectares in 2017, an increase of 153.5% compared to 2000 (Table 1).

According to the data of the table, in 2000, 790.6 thousand tons of fruits were grown, and by 2017 it increased by 2,285.7 thousand tons to 2,076.3 thousand tons. One of the main reasons for this is the increase in the number of shirkats that specialize in horticulture and the strengthening of farming in the country. The main factor influencing the change in the area of crops is the growth of the crop capacity. This is a serious basis for increasing productivity, searching for opportunities for intensive development of the sector, and enhancing the effectiveness of inputs on the basis of integration of enterprises in the industry.

The fertility of gardens leads to the weakening of the financial condition of the horticultural farms, which have a very high potential for lower yields, lower crop yields, higher product cost and lower market prices. This, in turn, contributes to the deterioration of the material and technical base of the horticultural network.

Horticulture is based on the principle of full free market in our country, and the development of the industry is not the methods that are based on the inertia left from the administrative command system, but rather the network service systems, mineral fertilizers, fruit trees and various insecticides, horticultural equipments as well as a single-industry event in a competitive environment for the production of various equipment and sales to farmers the lack of sufficient financial resources for businesses. As a result, the level of profitability of the network with new techniques and technologies, improving the quality of products, and most importantly, fruit production remains lower than expected.

It is desirable to have econometric modeling on the scientific justification and to make analyzes on this basis. Regression calculations and the selection of best, reliable and adequate regression equations in implementing econometric analysis are key factors in the effective economic analysis of market conditions. Exact and reliable data and econometric analysis of economic objects determine the accuracy of the results. In this sense, econometric mathematical models and methods provide the optimal decision in the current situation.

To do so, it is necessary to select reliable and effective factors. As a result, the total output of fruit-and-vegetable crops - Y, the volume of investment in fruit production - X1, the number of bushes in the field - X2, and the allocation area - X3 factors. First of all these factors are determined by the correlation coefficient in the EXCEL program (Table 1).

Table 1 shows that there is a strong link between the factors selected by the factor and factors that are interconnected and multicollinearity among the factors. Now, we can create a regression equation to determine the relationship between the factors affecting the probable omega. Regression equation shows the functional relationship between the factors selected by the factor and the factors selected. It is desirable to use Eviews to create a regression equation. This is because the program is easy, fast, and at the same time the widest range of criteria for assessing the reliability and adequacy of the model. According to research results:

\[ Y = 208 + 1.4 * X_1 + 1.3 * X_2 + 0.2 * X_3 \]  

(1)

(1)- model was detected.

Where: Y - the size of grains grown;
X1 - investment volume;
X2 - number of threads in the line;
X3 - space allocated.

The reliability and relevance of the model was required to be tested on a specific basis, and the Eviews program employed the Least Squares methods of the Akaike, Schwarz, and Hannan Quinn data sizes.
According to the values of the given table, the (1) model is analyzed by Akaike-AIC = 13.5, Schwarz-BIC = 13.7 and Hannan-Quinn-HQ = 13.5, Dustin-Watson-DW = 1.85, which allows to test automobile corrosion. However, because of the importance of the parameter, the criterion $X_3$ of the allocated space should not be satisfied with the table $t$account condition defined by the Stuudent criterion, but must be evaluated with the mean absolute precentral error (MAPE) and Theil inquIAL coefficient (TIC) picture.

As shown in Figure 3, the quality of the prognosis is excellent and we have MAPE = 9.573 <10%, and since the TIC = 0.0455 in this process, the quality of the forecast is very high and (1) model is reliable and adequate. If we make a cost model for this model (1), the amount of investment required for network development, the number of bus lines and the allocation of the land area to one unit will be increased by 1.4 per cent, respectively; Increased by 1.3 and 0.2 inches. As a matter of fact, the most important factor influencing the growth of the resulting factor is the investment index that requires effective utilization of each investment.

Using the definition (1), it is possible to determine the future multi-dimensional forecast of the volume of fruit production in the horticulture of the Republic of Uzbekistan. For this, the size of the gross product grows:

$$Y = 208 + 1.4 \cdot X_1 + 1.3 \cdot X_2 + 0.2 \cdot X_3$$

(1)

is defined by determining and replacing the model and its parameters by the time trend calculated.

Investment volume - $X_1 = -360.1 + 125.8 \cdot t$ ;

(2)

Number of fields in the network - $X_2 = 1.7 + 0.11 \cdot t$ ;

(3)

Area allocated - $X_3 = 139.2 + 8.1 \cdot t$

(4)

According to the data of the table, by 2023, the volume of horticultural production increased by 333.6 thousand hectares, and the volume of investment in the industry amounted to 2659.1 billion soums. soums and gardening - 4,34 mln. it is expected that the gross fruit yield will reach 3997.5 thousand tons. This, in turn, will increase by 30% compared to 2017. Of course, such a positive outcome would be to carry out the task of delivering fruits and vegetables.
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to consumers in the future, improving the storage, processing and preventing losses. In 2014, the total harvested fruits amounted to 3076.3 thousand tons, accounting for 28%, 1.9%, and 3.3% - to new consumers, 1.4% lost in 2017, respectively, 46.6%, 3.1%, 5.4% and 2.3% respectively. If you look at the outcome of the forecast, it is necessary to conduct an ongoing effort to expand the activities of the expected harvesting and processing enterprises, as well as to mitigate new foreign markets and reduce losses. It should be noted that the development of the gardening products storage system in the country should be carried out in the following three areas: establishment of private or cooperative forms by agricultural producers of gardening products; organization of founder's funds and fixed assets of agro-firms within fruit and vegetable agro-industrial companies; Agricultural products can be organized at the wholesale markets, on the basis of investments and markets of wholesale markets. The main source of funding is the production and services sectors, the government's targeted soft loans, bank loans, leasing companies and sponsoring companies. When organizing the products, they should be sorted separately and placed in containers. In this case: By qualitative and quantitative analysis, wholesale and retail buyers save time for their quality and volume; installation of products from the warehouse or at the wholesale sale of the goods at the same time with the installation of their own containers in vehicles will require less expenses, preventing the quality of the product; it is possible to increase the level of mechanization of loading, upgrading and discharging of large warehouses. It is desirable to develop the following areas of expansion of the gardening products storage system in the long term: Establishment of large-scale warehouses for fruiting the airflow in the building, controlled by artificial cooling, temperature and humidity; Establishment of warehouses for quality control of products using polyethylene masks in frozen food; It is important to use the opportunity to build a controlled, air-conditioned small storage facility, which allows for the storage of temperature and humidity in the naturally occurring small and rapidly degrading fruits.

VI. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The analysis shows that farms produce cotton, grain and cocoons, and other products, especially fruits and vegetables, are sold through farmer markets. The proportion of product deliveries to the consumer, processing and procurement companies remains low. The product is becoming more and more difficult due to problems such as access to the market, the organization of the transport system, and the purchase of packing materials. This leads to the death of the product or its low cost. Keeping seasonal storehouses in the storehouse, setting up the necessary conditions for it, controlling the quality change, compliance with storage rules, and the proper organization of sorting, packaging and transportation are a key factor in raising product competitiveness. Due to storage and transportation problems:

- Approximate calculations show that the loss of fruits and vegetables in the country is 30-35%.
- Reduced product quality and, as a result, farmers lose average real earnings of about 20-25%, due to lower product quality.
- The consumer is experiencing poor quality of products, chemical composition and sanitation. This, in turn, affects the health of people who consume.

Theoretical implications

Analyzes suggest that fruits are imported into the domestic market, with most of the fruits grown out of the market. Therefore, in developing the horticulture industry, there is a need to improve the sales system. This is due to the fact that it is the final stage of the sales sector in the system of production and consumption of goods. Because, in the process of preparation, storage, selection, packaging and sales, consumer value is created, appearance and corrosion increase. Dehkan markets are very difficult to sell and sell at the right time without breaking the quality. The following factors have a major impact:

- The distance from the market in terms of the location of productive farmers and farms will increase transport costs;
- Long-distance carriages and associated containers and packaging equipment are required for transportation. These tools are not always available at dehkan farms or farms.
- Many farmers and farmers who are producing gardening products are not able to effectively market their products, to study the markets, to find consumers and deliver products to consumers;
- Conjuncture is a fast-changing and seasonal market requires a good market analysis, skilled professionals who have the skills to make analysis based on analysis. Smaller farms do not have such specialists today. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an organized trading system for the sale of goods. By using such a system:
  - Saves excess costs associated with selling goods in farms through sales;
  - It is possible to effectively sell geographically large crops of small scale farms;
  - The opportunity to deliver products to consumers at an affordable and relatively low cost.

The need to organize trade through organized markets (wholesale markets, business entities based on cooperative principle):

- The development of market relations in the market imposes on the farmer the deliveries of the product to the consumer;
- Simultaneously complicated issues such as product development, market research, buyer search, organization of trade, price-fixing issues for gardener.
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- The fact that horticultural farms can not independently control their sales of fully independent and free economic activity.

Nowadays, getting the attention of consumers and farmers who sell their products to the market is the result of additional services. Therefore, it is possible to set up various services for customers through organized sales.

Practical implications
For the sustainable development of gardening it is expedient to solve the following organizational and economic problems in the field:
- Reproduction of high-yielding, resistant to diseases and pests, rapidly changing varieties of fruit-bearing trees resistant to unfavorable natural conditions and meeting market demand, and taking into account the level of compliance with the condition of the territories;
- Introduce mechanisms to encourage investment in material and technical re-equipment of water supply systems in the gardening (through targeted and preferential loans from the state, various grants, private sector funds and other financial sources);
- Improvement of the system of mineral fertilizers, taking into account scientifically-based agrotechnical rules in the field, taking into account soil composition, types and varieties of fruit trees;
- Optimize the composition of fruit trees, taking into account the regional markets and exports;
- Solution of the problem of provision of the network with gardening equipment, repair of existing equipment and provision of spare parts;
- Improvement of irrigation techniques and technologies in the conditions of water scarcity (establishment of wide use of micro and drip irrigation methods);
- Restoration of existing old gardens, replacement of low-yielding gardens with fruit-bearing fruit trees, using new technologies in creating new gardens;
- Improvement of the professional skills of managers of farms established in the field of gardening, assistance in the implementation of new agro-technical measures for the care of gardens, and improving the economic basis of providing gardeners with qualified specialists.

Improving the composition of fruiting gardens should be carried out taking into account the characteristics of the region. At the same time, when placing the varieties and varieties of fruit trees, it is necessary to take into account not only the natural and climatic conditions of the region, but also the characteristics of the soil and its chemical and mechanical properties.
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